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Not that long ago, a new technology dramatically changed the way accounting �rms
and businesses of all types communicated with their clients and internally. I’m not
even sure how to account for the amazing amount of time saved and the resulting
increased productivity that email gave to professional �rms.

Yes, boring old email. While few people use the term “amazing” when speaking
about email anymore, the changes that it led to were incredible. Virtually instant
communication with clients and being able to respond to their emails at any time of
day or night; A streamlining of internal of�ce communications between staff; and
even the documenting of communications performed via email.
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To this day, I can’t really remember how professional life was back then, aside from
using the word “slower.”

Online portals have evolved out of the need for collaboration between �rms and
clients. Where emails were generally �ne with communication, there were speci�c
situations where it was not adequately secure. Starting in the mid-2000s, some
states even started requiring professional services businesses like accounting �rms to
use more robust encryption tools or other resources to protect con�dential client
data. In other words, no more simple emailing of client tax returns or unmasked
SSNs and TINs unless you want to face a potential �ne of more than $10,000 per
incident in some states.

Client portals, which have now been available for accounting �rms for about a
decade and are also sometimes called �le sharing websites or online folders, provide
a solution to these security risks, as well as many additional features that have grown
to include numerous productivity-enhancing tools.

Basic features of these online collaboration centers include the ability for both the
�rm and a client to upload a �le of almost any kind and size into a secure online
dropbox, where the other party can access it. Clients can send source documents,
�rms can send their clients their �nalized income tax return or leave it in there, so
the client can use it anytime they want.

More advanced features in some of the portal systems designed for accounting �rms
include tracking of when a client viewed a document, scheduled document deletion,
and integration with tax and accounting systems and practice management
programs. The bene�ts of portals extend to virtually all of the services that �rms
provide, from write-up to payroll.
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A few even allow the �rm to offer online versions of common business software to
their clients, such as Microsoft Of�ce, QuickBooks, Sage Peachtree and others. To do
this, the client portal provider, who are often well-known developers of tax and
accounting software, work with third party application hosting providers.

For �rms, the advantages of client portals are streamlined interactions and
collaboration with their clients, along with much greater security. The �rm’s clients
bene�t from having access to much of their �nancial data at virtually any time of
day, as well as a more collaborative working relationship with the staff at the
accounting �rm.

Almost all client portal systems designed for accounting �rms and their clients have
customization features that let the �rm brand the client-facing portal website with
their own logos and website color screens. In this way, clients who visit the �rm’s
website are offered a login, generally from the homepage, from which they then can
access their �les and other information in the portal. And while maintaining the
�rm’s branding and relationship.
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